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LITTLE BOY NEUTRON SPECTRUM BELOW 1 MeV

A. E. Evans
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, N~w Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

A high-resolution 3He ionization chamber of the type devel-
oped by Cuttler and Sha!ev was used to study the neutron spectrum
from the Little Boy mockup. Measurements were made at distances of
!).75and 2.0 m and at angles of 0°, 45°, and 90° with respect to the
axis of the assembly, which was operated at power levels f?om 8.6 to
45!)mW. Detector efficiency as a function of energy as well as para-
meters for correction of pulse-height distributions for proton-recoil
and wall effects were determined from a set of response functions for
monoenergetic neutrons measured at the Los Alamos 3.75-HeV Van de
Graaff Acc lerator Facility.

5
Pulse-shape discrimination was used [o

separate He-recoil pulses from the pulse-height distribution.
The spectrum was found to be highly structured, with peaks corre-
sponding to minima in the total neutron cross section of iron. In
particular, 15% of the neutrons above the epithermal peak in energy
!,:(~:-efound to he in the 24-keV iron window. Lesser peaks out to
7(V keV are also attributable to filtering action of the weapon’s
IleflvyirOn casing. Data taken usirg experimental proton-recoil pro-
portional cnuut.t!rsare compared with the high-resolution spectra.

INTR(IIIIKTION.-.-.-....---—

!Iota r~latinq to the survivors of
nuclcat- w~apon explosions are impor-
tnnt in the formulation of radiation
protection standards. The hioloqical
data arc? Ivrwcvcr, of limitud usp un-
less Llw natul’~1dIItl intrlisityof rd(il -

ation from the explosions are well
charactm-i7ed. Alt.hclugh the radia-
tions from the Naqasaki rxplosion are
r(?asonnhly well understood, thr data
from Iliroshima ar~ not. Little! [lo-y,
th~ Iliroshima bcrmh,was a unique weap-
on with a radiation output cnnsidrv--
ahly difflumt from that of Fiit M~lnP

which was exploded over N~gasaki.
Furthermore, the Little Boy design
was never tested in the field. All
that is known about its radiation
output has been determined from cal-
culations and indirect evidence.

Rrcently iil Lus Alamos ~ replica
of Little [Joy was built with which
one could characterize the Imadiation
producpd hy the explosion. This rep-
lica, built iis a critical asscmhly,
was identical in evmy way to the
original device except that ttw explo-
sive asswnhly systwr was replaced hy
a precision linear actuator and thr



rllassof 235u was reduced to a point
where the critical system could be
safely operated as a low-power steady-
state reactor. Measurements of neu-
tron and garmna-ray spectra and dose
rates have been made of the radiation
output of the replica by many labora-
tories. This paper discusses measure-
ment of the neutron spectrum from 0.02
to 3 MeV, with principal emphasis on
that portion of tt,e spectrum below
1 MeV.

~He. :~ectrometer Measurements. . ——

Two instruments were used to meas-
ure low-energy leakage neutron spectra
from the Little Boy i-e lica. A high-
resclution fgridded He ionization
chamber of the type built by Cuttler
aild Shalev (Cuttler, Shalev, and
Dagan 1969) was used to obtain spec-
tra in the energy range from 20 to
3000 keV. Subsequently, information
from 150 to 900 kV was obtained using
a proton-recoil gas proportional coun-
ter that we are developing.

The gridded 3He ionization cham-
ber has a sensitive volume 5 cm in
dia.eter by 15 cm long filled with
5 a~m of 3He, 2 atm of argon, ~nd a
smdll amount of methane. The stain-
less steel counter tube is surrounded
by a thmmal-neutron shield consist-
ing of 2 mm of pressed boron nitride
sandwiched hetweec two 0.5-rnm sheets
of cadmium. A beatable calcium puri-
fying cell find an integral low-noise
preamplifier complrt.e the assembly.
WL? fo[jnd tll~t the chamt)er-pr~ampli-

fier piickage was very susceptible to
electromagnetic noise pickup; hence,
wc placed the entire assembly inside
a l-mm-thick 1a uminlml can, which
markt?(llyreduced noise. The detector
is also very mlcrophonic; interfer-
L’11c(? from vihrdtion of the ity(irttUliC

i)(llllp of the critical assemhl,y WilS a
st?ri(]usprohlwl, ancl we often had to

stop taking data outdoors because of
high winds.

A typical pulse-height response
from this detector is shown in Fig-
ure 1 for l-MeV neutrons. Most neu-

i
rons in this energy range react with

the
3~~(n,~~~H.

exothermic reaction
The energetic charged

reaction products oroduce a charge in
the chamber proportional to En +
765 keV, where En is the neutron
energy and 765 keV is the Q-value cf
the 3He(n, p) reaction. Reactions
that occur near the walls or ends of
the sensitive volume can produce
pulses corresponding to less than the
full energy due to ions leaving the
s~n~itive volume before depositing
all of their energy. Tnis produces a
continuum of pulses from full energy
down to zero energy (w~l1 effect ).
Another source of continuum pulses can
be seen in the figure; the shelf end-
ing near channel 350 is from proton
recoils due to the methane in the
counter. The thermal-neutron peak is
ubiquitous in the response of these
counters, due to the ~000-barn

3He(n,p) thermal-neutron cross sec-
tion.

The potentially most serious im-
pediment to good spectroscopy with
this instrument is 3He recoils,
which produce a continuum of pulses
corresponding to up 10 three-fourths
of the neutron energy. When the neu-
tron spectrum has an apprecit]bl flux
above 1 MeV, recoil pulses will over-
ride full-energy pulses from lower-
energy neutrons. How~ver, these
pulses have a considerably shorter
risetime than those from tile (n,p)
reaction, so they m~y bc eliminated
from tile pulse distribution by pulsc-
shape discrimination (i’SD) (Evans and
Branrienherger 197!3). Pulse-shape
discrimination can also improve thv
quality of ti}e measured spectrum by
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Figure 1. Pulse-height response of the 3He spec-
trometer to l-MeV neutrons.

eliminating pulses distorted by pile-
up or other electrical interference.
l~o,~~ver,one pays a price for pulse-
shape discrimination. Risetime dis-
tributions for ~He(n,p) events and
for 3He-recoils overlap consirler-
ably, so that it is necessary to dis-
card many desired events to eliminate
an appreciable quantity of unwanted
~vents. TIIUS, cnllntinq statistics
are adversely affr!cted. For ttle
Little Boy mcasuremrnts it wds found
that pIIls~-slIape di<criminlt,inn was
Ilot alwahys nec~ssar;l l)ecallse ttlesc

n(?utt on sp~ctra W(?”e sufficiently

sOft, tt)at ttlerr wcrt’ relativ~ly few

itltrrfrring ~li~?-r(!c~il pUIS(!S.

ll,ataar(? t.ak(!n in such a manner
that onc can llsc t?ittlrr thr whole
pulse-t](!ight.distribution or J por-
tion of the distribution corrt!!;pond-
Inq mdinly to ~l{e(n,p) pulses. Pulses
sol(~ctrd as being within appropl.iate
limits of ris(?tim(’art>routwl Into the
first hnlf of th~ 2(MlN-channrl mlmlor),

while rejected pulses go to the sec-
ond half of the memory. A simple sum-
ming operation is performed by the
analyzer to produce a total pulsP-
height distribution when desired. A
pileup-rejection circuit was found to
he essential for these measurements.

The spectrometer was calibrated
~s~,nqm~~oel?erqetic neutrons frcmthc

A\j~:n\ ‘7: M:;’l;::Ondp ;\d(3f;t]L~
Los

. . .- . From
a s~t of response functions for neu-
trons of energies from 100 to 1200
kcV, the full-energy-peak {’efficiency
was ,lhtaincd as c? function of cner~y,
fi< were corffici~nts for st.ripping
out wall-(:ffwl dllcl proton-recoil
~ontributions to the pulse-hciqht (iisl
tril)iltion. The peak-efficicl]cy curve
was extrapolated I)clow 100 kuV uiinq
th(! inverse-vrlocity (iCprndr!ncy of
t.h[l 3Hf?(n,p)

1 ~PVscj/J()’~j,taj~~~
C,”OSR

rfficirmcy flhovp
from irpr~violls cdlihrationl



In Figure 2, ~~e display total and
pulse-shape-selected pulse distri-
butions for a typical spectrum. For
this measurement, the Little Boy rep-
lica was pointed upwards (i.e., up-
side down) inside a concrete building
with its active core centered about
2 m above the floor. The nearest wall
or ceilicg was 4 m distart. 1he
spectrometer tube was located at 90°
to the axis of the assembly, at a
distance of 0.75 m from the active
center. There is little difference
except in magnitude between the total
and risetime-selected distributions
at energies higher than the epithermal
peak. Pulses in the total distribu-
tion at energies lower than the e i-

5thermal peak are due mostly to He
recoils; pulse-shape selection effec-
tively removes most of these. A
slight improvement in energy resolu-
tion of tile pulse-shape-selected dis-
tribution can also he detected.

lo’~—.-—’l-- — -f–– ---- – .. . ______
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Fiqurc 2. T,ypical total and pulse-
st~ape-srl(?cted311e pulse-heiqht dis-
tributions for Little hoy neutrons.

The sharp peak at 1528 keV is due
to accidental coincidence detection
of two epithermal neutrons. This was
determined by noting the count-rate
dependence in this peak relative to
the rest of the pulse-height spectrum.
The room-scattered background for this
measurement was determin~d by moving
the detector to a distance of 2.0 m
from the assembly and accumulating
spectra with and witnout an 0.86-m-
thick concrete bl~ck between the
assembly and the ..pectrometer. We
determined that the epithermal coin-
cidence peak was due almost entirely
to rcom-scat.tered neutrons. The con-
tinuum of pdlses in the background
between the epithermal single and co-
incidence peaks is attributable almost
entirely to unsuppressed pileup and to
wall effect from the coincident neu-
trons. rhe.refore, the background
spectrum measured at 2 m was rlormal-
ized to completely remove the coinci-
dence peak from the O.75-ITIspectrum.
This made very little difference in
the shape of the spectrurr except in
the vicinities of these two peaks.
After subtraction of background, the
dal~ were corrected for wal;-eff?ct
and proton-re~oil distributions. The
resultant pu!se-i’eight distribution
was divided by t!le measured energy-
dependent cruise-shape-selected full-
energy-pe~k efficiency and shifted in

$;;~::p]$y
tire ()-value Gf the
reaction to produc~

the finished spectrum. A FLEXTRAN
program has been wrltt.en to permit
k:xecution of these c ‘!cl’lationzwith-
in the TN-4ooo(a f nlultlchannel-
anal.yzer system,

In Figure 3, the spectrum from O
to 1 MeV is shown. Also shuwn in the
figure is the ENllF/11-Vtotal neutron

~~fia progrmmirlg language copywriter by Tracer-Northern, Inc., of
Middleton, Wisconsin.
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Figure 3. Spectrum 0- to l-MeV c~m-

pared with tile ENllF/13-V total cross-

section fOr iron.

— ..—

cross-section for iron. All o; the

indicatPcl peaks in the spectrllm corre-

spond to prcminent minima in tht?

iron cross-section, In particular,

approximately 15% of the neutrons

shove the opithPrmal peak are to I)e

found ir: the ?4-keV iron window,
whictl is often used to produce a
vvdrly :I;onurn(:rqctic;’4-keV neutron
}eam at reactor facilities. The
results art? consistent with ttlc

length of iron that the neutrons

penetrate.

Spectra were alsO measured at the

outcioot- installation of the replica

~t cl!stances of (1.l!i dnd 7.0 m and ~t

yloe
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Figure 4. Neutron spectra at 0.75 m.
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Figure 5. Neutron spectra at i.O m.
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angles of 0°, 45°, and 90° with re-
spect to the assembly ~xis. These
spectra are shown in Figures 4 and 5.
There is a slight hardening of the
90° spectra compared to spectra on
axis and, of course, a larqe differ-
ence In total magnitude due to the
increased path len”qth
the forward direction
the side. The only
tracted from thes~
reconstruction of
coincidence peak and

through iron iri
as compared .O
background sull-
spectra was a
tfie 7-neutron
Its associated



wall effect uroduced by taking the
difference of two spectra of the same
source measured at different counting
rat(<. There are some irregularities

che spectra in the vicinity of

~~~ kev due to collnt-rate-~ependent

. gain and resolutio~ shifts of the
synthesized background peak.

Proton-Recoil Counter Measurements

As a part of our program to meas-
ure intrinsic radiation spectra from
weapons, we have been developing a
line of proton-recoil proportional
counters t.o measure nelutron spectra
below 1 MeV. These counters, pat-
terned after a suggestion of Verbin-
ski and Giovannini (1974) are cylin-
drical chamber< 7.5 cm in diameter by
30 cm long, with hemispherical ends.
Anode, guard-tube, and insulator di-
mensions are proportioned according to
Benjamin et al. (]968) to mjnimj~e epd
effects. The couriter ~as filled to a
pressure of 800 mm of mercury with 80%
I-12, 18.4% xenon, 1.5% methane, and
0.1% ~He. The energy scale ar,d
resolution cf the spectrometer system
were determined from the posl’.ion and
width of the ~He ~~eak w}len ~he de-
te~~or was irradiated w;th thermal
neutrons. It war, found that the detec-
tor resolution was only atjf)ut20?4, not
really statt~ of t:l~ art tot- these de-
tectors, I>ut,still Ilseful for dosime-
tr.yrlledsurenwnts,

A Sf:t of response functions were
Iw?lsur(’d , using monoenergetic rlpl/-
tr(;nf at +,$(?Los Aldmos 3 75-MPV Van
fiP ():-;la’Ff# A program wiis writt[+n to
$trip these response functions, start-
ing with tile hiqrrest.~nergy response,
fr(ml iit]experimental pulse-height dis-
trihutiorl to prod~lce a spectrum witi:
resolution characteristic of the
detector. Recalisp of the long hicjh-
encr~].ytails on the ~esponse func-
tions, th~ stripping process h~d to

De done iteratively, removing onlj
about one-half the calculated frac-
tion of each response corresponding
to the experimental curve, then oper-
ating with a reduced fraction on the
residual. After each iteration, the
program calcul~tes the quantity

i=l

where 6i is the residual in chan-
nel i and ~i is the error deter-
mined from counting statistics and
estimated errors in measuring the
response function. The

X2
iteration

stops when reaches a minimum,
which should be close to t),the number
of channels over which the data are
fit.

In Figure 6, a pulse-height dis-
tribution from Little Roy has been
fit by a sum of response functions.
The solid line is the experimental
pulse-height distribution. The areas

to’ [ 1
1.

to’ , I
() 1(I(1 .) 211 4nv !!4(1 tl[)(~ {100 1 1:,0

[’N[:RGY (ki, V)

Figure 6. Little Bo,y proton-recoil
spectrum fit with responre functions
for monoenerq~tic ~eutrons.



betweel, curves are the contributions

to the distribution of each of the

monoenergetic responses. Points below
136 keV were eliminated from the fit
because 150- slid 100-keV responses
were not suffi~iently resolved in
shape from the 200-keV response.
Counting statistics were too poor
above 960 keV, and the number of
eve~ts aboie this energ}l was too small
to materially affect results at lower
energies.

Figures 7-9 show the results of
measurements of the Little Boy neu-
tron spectra at 0°, 45°, and 90° from
the axis at a distance of 0.75 m.
T}le spectra Sho

f
the same gross fea-

ttires as the He spectra, in ~Jar-

ticular, a slight hardening at 90°
with respect to the on-axis spectrum.
The maximum at 600 keV corresponds to
a broad peak observed in the 3He
counter spectra. In these same three
figures, 311e-spectrometer results
have hwn binned into the same energy
int~rvals as the proton-recoil spectra
for compdricon. The Droton-recoil

1
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r......,.%,.....
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7(I3 40,, 600 noo
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7. Proton-rrcoil spectrometr.y
results far Ileutrons at O“, 0.75 M
f-on; Little Roy, compared with binned
results from 3Hc spectromc?try.

data serve as qualitative confirma-
tion of the 3He spectrometer data,
although there is some evidence of
spectral shifting.

CONCLUSION

In addition to the work described
in this paper, Robitaille and Hcffarth
(1983) measured Little Boy neutron
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spectra from 600 keV to 10 MeV using
NE213 liquid scintillators, and E. F.
Bennett and T. F. Yule of Argonne
National Laboratory measured spectra
from 1 keV to 3 Me\’ using proton-
recoil proportional counter-s. There
were alsL measurements using Bonner
spheres and track-etch techn~ques.
The intercomparison of all these meas-
urements is now iri progress. It can
be hoped that the task of intercompar-
ison will yield not only a well-char-
acterized source spectrum for the
calculation of Little Boy dose meas-
urements, but also a valuable inter-
compar’$on of different techniques
and different laboratories of neutron
spectrometry.
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